Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) that disrupt bacterial membranes are promising therapeutics against the growing number of antibiotic-resistant bacteria. The mechanism of membrane disruption by the AMP piscidin 1 was examined with multimicrosecond all-atom molecular dynamics simulations and solid-state NMR spectroscopy. The primary simulation was initialized with 20 peptides in four barrel-stave pores in a fully hydrated 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3phosphocholine/1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoglycerol bilayer. The four pores relaxed to toroidal by 200 ns, only one porelike structure containing two transmembrane helices remained at 26 ms, and none of the 18 peptides released to the surface reinserted to form pores. The simulation was repeated at 413 K with an applied electric field and all peptides were surface-bound by 200 ns. Trajectories of surface-bound piscidin with and without applied fields at 313 and 413 K and totaling 6 ms show transient distortions of the bilayer/water interface (consistent with 31 P NMR), but no insertion to transmembrane or pore states. 15 N chemical shifts confirm a fully surface-bound conformation. Taken together, the simulation and experimental results imply that transient defects rather than stable pores are responsible for membrane disruption by piscidin 1, and likely other AMPs. FIGURE 3 Snapshots illustrating insertion of a surface-bound peptide in simulations started from surface-bound (A) and pore (B) orientations at 0.9 and 19.8 ms, respectively. The same coloring scheme as in Fig. 1 is used. (Dotted lines) Midplane.
INTRODUCTION
Antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) are promising guides in the design of novel therapeutics due to their broad-spectrum activity, rapid eradication of their targets, and low incidence of induced bacterial resistance (1) . AMPs are generally <50 residues in length, cover a broad range of amphipathic secondary structures, and have a host of proposed mechanisms. Of particular interest are cationic amphipathic a-helices that function by adsorbing onto anionic membranes of bacterial cells where they fold, aggregate, and disrupt the membrane as detected by destabilizing permeabilization and/or membrane lysis (2) . Some AMPs may also have roles inhibiting intracellular targets (3, 4) . While the disruption mechanisms of AMPs are still unknown (5) , the toroidal pore model developed for melittin, a peptide toxin in the venom secreted by bees, has been postulated based on shared physicochemical properties (e.g., amphipathicity, length, secondary structure) (6) . This study tests the toroidal pore model using multimicrosecond simulations and solid-state NMR (ssNMR) spectroscopy of the antimicrobial peptide piscidin 1 (p1) in bilayers of the bacterial-cell mimic 3:1 1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphocholine (POPC)/1-palmitoyl-2-oleoyl-sn-glycero-3-phosphoglycerol (POPG) at full hydration. This is a continuation of the preceding article (denoted ''Article I'') that demonstrated stability of an alamethicin pore over the course of a 14 ms trajectory. The remainder of this Introduction presents additional background on membrane disruption by peptides, p1 in particular, and the relevant methods. It closes with an outline of the article.
Models for membrane disruption fall into two categories: pore and nonpore. The simplest pore is barrel-stave, in which a number of transmembrane peptides pack with their hydrophilic surfaces aligned toward the center of the waterfilled pore (like staves of a barrel). Peptides forming barrelstave pores have relatively small fractions of hydrophilic to hydrophobic areas (the so-called polar angle when the peptides are modeled as a-helices). Examples of well-characterized barrel-stave pores include alamethicin (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (the subject of Article I) and dermicidin (12) . When the hydrophobic and hydrophilic areas are approximately equal (a polar angle near 180 ) the tight packing of a barrel-stave pore is destabilized by simple geometric considerations; i.e., there is too little hydrophobic surface area to pack favorably with undistorted lipid chains (13) . This imbalance causes the peptides to tilt with respect to the bilayer normal and to recruit lipid headgroups to the interior of the membrane to form what is termed a ''toroidal pore''. The resulting lipid distortion is evident from 31 P chemical shifts of oriented samples in ssNMR (14) . Melittin is the most studied example of a toroidal pore (6, 15, 16) . A subclass, disordered toroidal pores, has been proposed to include pores where peptides with a range of orientations coexist (17) , but for the purposes of this study toroidal and disordered toroidal pores are grouped, and distinguished from barrel-stave. The polar angle of most AMPs is near 180 , which is expected to favor a toroidal over a barrel-stave pore (13) . However, while ssNMR measurements of 15 N-labeled peptides clearly indicate that pores of toxins and peptaibols are in transmembrane (TM) orientations, host-defense AMPs appear to be predominantly surface-bound (S) or highly tilted (T) when associated with membranes (18); see sketch in Fig. S1 in the Supporting Material for definitions of these orientations. Furthermore, dye leakage measurements of many (but not all) AMPs are not consistent with stable pores (19) . Rather, leakage from dye-filled liposomes occurs in bursts immediately after addition of the peptide, and then stops. The leakage can be restarted by addition of more peptide, but is not continuous as would be expected from a sizable population of stable pores.
The preceding considerations have motivated a range of nonpore mechanisms for AMP membrane disruption. These models range from simple thinning (which makes the membrane more permeable) to membrane remodeling, and include several named models: charge-clustering (aggregates of anionic lipids around cationic AMPs) (20) ; interfacial activity (rearrangement of the polar and nonpolar lipid groups generated by the imperfect amphipathicity of surface-bound AMP) (21) ; and detergent/carpet (destabilization of the lamellar structure of the bilayer and formation of micelles or vesicles) (22, 23) . The structures associated with most nonpore models are probably best described as transient defects. These defects will have some porelike features, but they are difficult to characterize because of their intrinsic disorder and short lifetimes.
Piscidin 1 (FFHHIFRGIVHVGKTIHRLVTG) is an AMP with strong antimicrobial activity and a well-characterized surface-bound structure, but an undefined active state. The peptide exhibits antimicrobial activity against methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (24) , viruses such as HIV-1 (25) , fungi (26) , and cancer cells (27) . Like other AMPs, piscidin induces dye leakage in model membranes and membrane disruption is proposed to be its primary mechanism of action against bacteria (28, 29) . The surfacebound structures of p1 were determined independently by ssNMR and all-atom molecular dynamics (MD) in two different bacterial cell mimics (30) . Both methods yielded highly helical structures parallel to the membrane surface, and a 20-30 kink about the helical axis. Subsequent MD simulations demonstrated membrane thinning and induction of positive spontaneous curvature by p1 in 3:1 POPC/POPG bilayers (31) . Experimental evidence for toroidal pores in bilayers with p1 comes from conductance (28) and dye leakage measurements (26, 29) ; evidence of a carpet mechanism leading to toroidal pores was inferred from ssNMR investigations in bicelles (32) . However, no porelike structure has been characterized.
The initial steps to membrane disruption (inserting and folding on the membrane surface) followed by aggregation, insertion, and possible pore formation take microseconds to minutes (33) . While all-atom MD simulations are an ideal method for determining the forces involved in the disruption of membranes by amphipathic peptides, it is difficult to achieve timescales longer than several microseconds on conventional computers. Fortunately, special-purpose computers, such as Anton (34) , greatly enhance the speed of all-atom MD simulations, and make multimicrosecond timescales accessible. For example, Article I presents a 14-ms trajectory of a six-peptide alamethicin pore in DOPC to demonstrate the stability when using the CHARMM36 lipid and protein parameters (35) . Additionally, a four-peptide melittin pore simulated on Anton started in a barrel-stave arrangement quickly became toroidal and remained stable for the duration of the 9-ms trajectory (15) . These results, which agree with experimental data, support the notion that a similar simulation protocol can be used to assess the stability of AMP pores.
The first two subsections of the Results and Discussion report a 26 ms trajectory of 20 transmembrane p1 in four pores, and a 2.5 ms trajectory initialized from 16 surfacebound p1; both simulations were carried out in 3:1 POPC/ POPG and a peptide/lipid ratio of 1:20 (the same as previous ssNMR measurements (30)) at 313 K with no external electric field. Peptide and lipid orientations in the simulations are then compared to orientations measured by ssNMR at three different temperatures (278, 285, and 305 K). The simulations are repeated at 413 K and with a À0.2 V electric field (the same conditions that induced insertion of the antibiotic peptide alamethicin in Article I (35) ). The characteristics of the p1 S-orientation are compared to the current nonpore mechanisms of membrane disruption, and differences with alamethicin are considered.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
All simulations were performed with a constant number of atoms, pressure, and temperature (i.e., NPT). The equations of motion were determined from the Verlet algorithm with a time step of 2.0 fs. The Lennard-Jones potentials were terminated at 12 Å , with a smoothing function operating between 8 and 12 Å . Simulations were performed in a tetragonal unit cell with xand y dimensions set to the same length and independent of the z dimension. The temperature was maintained at 313 K by the Nosé-Hoover thermostat (36, 37) . A total pressure of 1 atm was maintained by a Nosé-Hoover piston (38,39) (using CHARMM; 40) or the Martyna-Tobias-Klein barostat (41) with semiisotropic scaling applied every 100 time steps (using the Anton supercomputer; D. E. Shaw Research, New York City, NY). Long-range interactions were evaluated every time step for simulations run with CHARMM and every other time step for those run on Anton.
CHARMM 38b2 (40) and the National Heart, Lung and Blood Institute LoBoS cluster were used for the preparation of simulations run on Anton (Anton requires starting trajectories with well-equilibrated velocities), the full surface-bound simulations, and analysis of all simulations. CHARMM 36 protein (42) and lipid (43) parameters with modified Lennard-Jones pairwise distances for sodium ions interacting with select lipid oxygens (44) were used in all simulations. The systems were solvated with TIP3P water. Initial conditions for all simulations were generated with CHARMM-GUI (45) , and the details are given below.
Piscidin pore simulations
Twenty p1 peptides were built as ideal a-helices with extended side chains, and the helical axes aligned along z. The peptides were centered at z ¼ 0 and with their helical axis along the perimeter of the pore. Peptides were translated to form four pores, each with a radius of 20 Å . The peptides were then rotated around the helical axis so that hydrophilic side chains faced the center of the pore. Two of the pores contained six peptides, while the other two contain four. For one 6-peptide and one 4-peptide pore, alternating peptides were rotated to align the peptides in an antiparallel orientation. Both parallel and antiparallel barrel-stave peptide pores have been crystallized (alamethicin (46) and dermicidin (12), respectively), therefore these structures guided the assembly of the piscidin pores using peptides aligned parallel or antiparallel with respect to each other in each pore. Four pores were evenly separated in the simulation, with the center of the pores~63 Å apart. A quantity of 300 POPCs and 100 POPGs were packed into a bilayer around the pores. Each leaflet was initialized with 150 POPCs and 50 POPGs. The simulation had a tetragonal unit cell with dimensions of 126.3 Â 126.3 Å along the x-and y directions. A quantity of 25,542 water molecules was added to reach a cell height (z) of 85.0 Å to meet the requirement of a minimum ratio of 1.5 between the longest and smallest dimensions for Anton. Twenty sodium ions were required to neutralize the system. A 0.1 M salt concentration was set by adding 56 sodium and 56 more chloride ions. The system was replicated in all three dimensions by P1 boundary conditions. The simulation was run for 100 ns on LoBoS and then transferred to Anton and run for 26 ms. Eight replica simulations were started after 25 ms on Anton to test the stability of the remaining pore. Three were replicas with the same conditions, but new velocities. The remaining three had different combinations of temperatures (313 or 413 K) and applied electric field strengths (0.0, 50.2). (Relevant information for all of the simulations is included in Table 1 .)
Simulating a single large bilayer with four pores as opposed to four smaller bilayers with one pore each decreases the influence of leaflet imbalance as lipids and peptides join the pore or surface, reduces the effects of periodic boundary conditions, and provides a reservoir of surface-bound peptides to potentially reincorporate into the pores after peptides transition to the surface.
Surface-bound, full hydration simulations
Eight p1 peptides were built as ideal a-helices with extended side chains and the helical axes aligned along the xy plane. The peptides were rotated around the helical axis so that hydrophobic residues faced the negative z direction (toward the bilayer interior) and hydrophilic residues faced the positive z direction. The peptides were translated 14 Å in the þz direction and along the xy plane to equally separate the peptides. A similar set of eight peptides was set up on the xy plane at À14 Å , with hydrophobic residues in the positive z direction and hydrophilic residues in the negative z direction. The bilayer midplane was at z ¼ 0 Å . Two-hundred-forty POPCs and 80 POPGs were randomly packed around the peptides with acyl chains between the planes of z ¼ 14 Å and z ¼ À14 Å . Each leaflet had 120 POPCs and 40 POPGs. This simulation had the same peptide/lipid (1:20) as the 20 ms simulation. The system was solvated with 17,948 waters, 80 sodiums, and 74 chlorides. The simulation was run for 2.5 ms on LoBoS.
In a second set of surface-bound simulations, 10 piscidin peptides were assembled with their centers of mass at z ¼ 14 Å and their helical axes parallel to the membrane normal. Three-hundred POPC and one-hundred POPG were randomly packed around the peptides with acyl chains between the planes of z ¼ 14 Å and z ¼ À14 Å , with 180 lipids on the same leaflet as the peptides and 220 lipids on the opposing leaflet. The system was solvated with 25,471 waters, 102 sodiums, and 42 chlorides. The hydration level was chosen to accommodate the Anton box length requirements. The system was equilibrated for 100 ns on LoBoS, and then simulated for 1 ms on Anton. The simulation was then heated to 413 with a À0.2 V applied electric field (the same as in Article I) for 20 ns, and run for another 1 ms on Anton. Application of an electric field on Anton is described in Jensen et al. (47) .
Preparation of samples for ssNMR
Oriented samples were prepared following a protocol previously reported in Chekmenev et al. (48) . Briefly, HPLC-purified p1 and the lipids (Avanti Polar Lipids, Alabaster, AL) were codissolved in chloroform and 2,2,2-trifluoroethanol (Fisher Scientific, Pittsburgh, PA) to reach a peptide/lipid molar ratio of 1:12 and a POPC/POPG molar ratio of 3:1. After evaporating the organic solvents, the samples were placed under vacuum overnight to dry thoroughly. The peptide/lipid films were then hydrated overnight using 3 mM phosphate buffer at pH 7.4 and 37 C. After centrifugation as needed to remove excess hydration, the samples were spread on thin glass slides (dimensions 5.7 Â 12 Â 0.03 mm 3 from Matsunami Trading, Osaka, Japan) and placed in a chamber in the presence of a saturated solution of K 2 SO 4 to achieve a relative humidity >90%. Additional buffer was added to the slides as needed to reach a hydration level of at least 40% by weight. Once stacked, the slides were transferred to a glass cell (Vi-troCom, Kyoto, NJ) that was sealed using beeswax, and incubated at 37 C until homogeneous hydration was reached.
ssNMR experiments
The 15 N ssNMR measurements were carried out on a Bruker Avance 600 NMR spectrometer, where 15 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Just as for Article I, Table 1 contains a list of simulations, the conditions, and the primary result from each.
The 26 ms trajectory of p1 pores

Peptides become surface-bound
All four p1 pores ( Fig. 1 a) converted to toroidal by 0.2 ms ( Fig. 1 b) ; the recruitment of both POPG (purple) and POPC (gray) lipid headgroups into the membrane interior is evident. The top time series in Fig. 1 plots the fraction of S peptides over the course of 26 ms. The trajectory has four regions with apparently stable fractions of S peptides (white background), and four transitional regions (orange background). Transitional regions are characterized by a large increase in fraction of S and decrease in the number of pore waters and pore lipids (middle and bottom time series of Fig. 1 ). Waters are defined as being in a pore if they are within 10 Å of the bilayer midplane and 20 Å from the center of the pore in the xy plane; lipids are considered part of the pore if their phosphates meet the preceding criteria. Each pore lost at least one peptide in the first 5 ms, resulting in 12 S peptides and a subpopulation of T peptides (Fig. S1 b) . The following 5 ms involved transitions between the T and S orientations (Fig. S2 ), but the average number of S peptides remained at 12. Fig. 1 b is a snapshot of the simulation at 10 ms. Three porelike structures remained: two pores contained multiple TM peptides, while the third consisted of one peptide and a disrupted water channel. Transition of this remaining peptide to a S orientation initiated the next disruptive period, followed by 3 ms of two pores, one of which is lost at 15 ms. The remaining two-peptide (parallel) pore was stable for the last 5 ms; Fig. 1 c shows the last frame of the trajectory.
Pore properties and assessing stability
Among the pores in the 26 ms simulation, each inserted peptide is accompanied by~20 waters and two lipids ( Fig. S3 ). Of the pore lipids, POPG/POPC is~2 and the root mean-squared fluctuation is 1 (Fig. S3 ). Considering the 3:1 of POPC/POPG in the entire system, the preference of POPG in a pore is then~6:1. This preference for an anionic lipid reduces the net charge at the center of the pore. The one pore that remains in the final 10 ms contains two peptides (net charge of þ4e per peptide), four POPGs (net charge of À1e per lipid) and one POPC, 40 waters, and no ions. The net charge for the peptide-lipid pore is therefore þ4e. Lipid flip-flop was mediated by the pores, and after 26 ms, 32 of the 200 lipids exchanged leaflets (19 were POPGs).
Given the observation that the other three pores dissociated, and that no peptides reinserted, one may plausibly infer that the remaining pore will also dissociate. However, limitations of computer time (26 ms approximately equaled a yearly Anton allocation for a system of this size at the time of the simulations) did not permit an explicit demonstration of instability. Furthermore, numerous long replicate simulations would provide a more convincing test of the hypothesis that the pore state is unstable.
Consequently, additional trajectories, some at higher temperatures and applied electric fields, were generated to explore the stability of the porelike assembly. These are listed in Table 1 . Most were started with the 25 ms coordinate set (denoted IP 25 ) from the 26-ms initial pore simulation described above. Three were restarted at 313 K with new velocities and run for 250 ns. The deviation between replicas was small, and the pore remained intact. Next, a 180 ns simulation was carried out at 313 K with an applied electric field of À0.2 V. As before, the pore assembly remained intact. Next, a trajectory was run at 413 K with a À0.2 V external electric field. This condition led to insertion of alamethicin peptides in Article I (35) ; however, here the system became unstable. When the orientation of the electric field was reversed, however, the bilayer remained stable and the pore disassociated after 35 ns. For the final two simulations, the initial pore construction (IP 0 ) was simulated at 413 K with a À0.2 or þ0.2 V external electric field. All peptides became surface-bound within 50 ns for À0.2 V and 230 ns for þ0.2 V. These results imply that the pore assemblies of piscidin are indeed unstable at room temperature, and indicate that a rigorous enhanced sampling procedure will be required to show this conclusively with simulation alone.
Peptide secondary structure
The peptides remained highly a-helical throughout the simulation. In four of the 20 peptides, the first three residues frayed supporting the previous observation that the N-terminal residues are the most disordered (30) . This fraying is more pronounced for TM peptides, which were observed to transiently unravel their first three N-terminal residues to partition the phenylalanines in the hydrocarbon core before reaching the interface and refolding into an a-helical secondary structure. As already noted, p1 contains a kink. This kink, which is formed by a relative rotation of the a-helical segments on either side of the central glycine 13 (termed Dr), does not bend the helix and has been proposed to stabilize the S state by maximizing the hydrophobic moment of the helix (30) . As shown in Fig. 2 , the average Dr is comparable in the S and TM states (z20 ), but the root mean-squared fluctuations are three times higher in the latter (24 vs. 8 ) . Hence, the kink loses much of its rigidity when the peptide becomes TM.
Surface-bound simulation shows nonpore defects A 2.8 ms simulation of 16 surface-bound peptides with 320 lipids and 56 waters per lipid (performed on a local cluster) explored the dynamics of p1 unperturbed by a TM starting orientation. The peptides remain in S throughout the simulation, with average structures in agreement with those previously simulated and studied by high resolution ssNMR (30) . After 0.8 ms, the first of a series of transient defects formed in the bilayer. In each instance where a defect developed, several peptides inserted one end deep into the bilayer, taking on a tilted conformation (Fig. 3, top) , and then returned to the more usual S orientations after 10-30 ns. These events coincided with a decrease in the membrane surface area, an increase in large membrane undulations, and formation of substantial funnel of water (>50 water molecules within 10 Å of the midplane). Single water molecules traversed the membrane from this funnel; however, a continuous channel was never formed. The peptides did not become TM because the opposing leaflet bulged away to compensate (dashed lines in Fig. 3, top) . Similar insertion events were observed in the 26-ms simulation after most of the pores had dissipated (Fig. 3, bottom) . Fig. S4 plots the time series for the z coordinate of the N-and C-terminal Ca averaged in 10-ns blocks for the 2.8-ms surface-bound simulation. Five C-terminal crossings of the midplane and one N-terminal crossing were observed, indicating a preference for deep insertion of the C-terminus as the defect formed. Moreover, the distribution of peptide orientations in the surface-bound simulation (Fig. S1 d) is comparable to that of the nonpore peptides in the last 10 ms of the 26 ms simulation (Fig. S1 c) . Among all S peptides in both simulations, the a-carbon of the N-terminal residue is~3 Å deeper than that of the C-terminal residue, but the C-terminus fluctuates over a broader range (Fig. S1 ).
Simulations of piscidin on only one leaflet were also performed to test that the potential for insertion of only one leaflet was influenced by peptide. After 1 ms, the peptides remained surface-bound and a-helical. The similarity between the surface-bound peptides in the last 10 ms of the 26 ms simulation and the 2.8-ms surface-bound simulation indicated that a single microsecond was sufficient. In contrast, the first microsecond of a 5-ms alamethicin simulation from Article I demonstrated significant peptide unfolding and unbinding from the membrane surface, which supported extending that simulation. Moreover, heating the system to 413 K and adding a À0.2 V electric field accelerated the insertion of surface-bound alamethicin. The same conditions were applied to the piscidin simulation for 1 ms. While the distribution of peptide tilts and the frequency of defects increased with heat and an electric field, peptide insertion was not observed. Fig. 4 (top) shows ssNMR spectra for 15 N-labeled V10 p1 in hydrated 3:1 POPC/POPG bilayers aligned on glass plates at a P/L of 1:12 and pH 7.4. At 305 K, well above the phase transition temperature of the lipids (271 K), the TM state was not observed even though the peptide concentration was well above the amount needed to permeabilize the membrane (28, 29) . Additional measurements were taken at the lower temperatures of 285 and 278 K to explore the possibility that the TM to S states are in fast exchange and a lower temperature could help trap them. In all cases, the spectra show a single peak at 50 ppm indicative of a surface-bound peptide (2) , which is similar to the results previously obtained at a P/L of 1:20 (30) . There is no signal in the region expected for TM orientations (~180-200 ppm for TM helices with orientations varying between 0 and 15 with respect to the bilayer normal (52)). The alignment of the lipids with respect to the bilayer normal was assessed using the 31 P-oriented chemical shift spectrum of the same sample containing 15 N-V10 p1 (Fig. 4, bottom) . In an unoriented sample (i.e., no glass plates), the spectrum would span the range of chemical shifts between À16 and 30 ppm. The spectrum recorded with the bilayer normal parallel to the magnetic field displays three peaks: the largest at 30 ppm is indicative of lipid molecules aligned parallel to the bilayer normal as expected in a sample aligned on glass plates, the middle at 4 ppm is the phosphate buffer, and the smallest at À15 ppm is from lipids oriented perpendicular to the bilayer normal as predicted for lipids lining toroidal pores. The lipid area for the peak at À16 ppm is 11 5 3% of the total lipid area. However, this region of the spectrum also includes signals from lipids that could be on the edge of the glass plates creating a mosaic spread, or lipids perturbed by S-state peptides as seen in the MD simulations (which appears to be significant for the tilted peptides in Fig. 3 ). Overall, both MD and NMR indicate a low population of peptides and lipids with features of toroidal pores.
TM states not observed by oriented sample ssNMR
CONCLUSIONS
The central result of this study comes from the 26 ms simulation: p1 does not form stable pores in any appreciable concentration in 3:1 POPC/POPG bilayers at full hydration. As Fig. 1 shows, the initial barrel-stave pores rapidly became toroidal, and then, in several time periods, all but two of the peptides migrated from their TM to S orientations. While the barrel-stave structures were not expected to be stable, the TM orientations provided excellent starting points for forming and equilibrating disordered toroidal pores. Despite the pore lifetimes of 5-26 ms, the pore peptides and lipids were unable to pack favorably or recruit surface peptides. This is further demonstrated by the absence of peptide transitions from S to TM under all conditions, and the rapid breakdown of the pores at high temperature with an applied electric field. This low probability of pores is corroborated by the 15 N and 31 P measurements presented here (Fig. 4) . In contrast to the simulations that were heated to increase sampling, the 15 N chemical shifts were measured at low temperatures to trap the inserted state. Despite these efforts, only S peptides were measurable. These results suggest that the conductance (28), dye leakage (26, 29) , and ssNMR (32) studies noted earlier should be reinterpreted to include the possibility of a nonpore mechanism for piscidin.
While these simulations do not unambiguously reveal a nonpore disruption mechanism for p1, they do provide some support for the interfacial activity and charge clustering models. The surface-bound peptides induce transient defects that cause water permeation without forming stable pores or substantially remodeling the membrane (Fig. 3 ) similar to the interfacial activity model. The most tilted peptide orientations are associated with water permeation, as well as bulging of the opposing leaflet that interrupts translocation. Charge clustering was observed by the preference for POPG in the transient toroidal pores. These anionic lipids stabilized the pores and mediated peptide translocation. However, the 31 P chemical shift spectra indicate that such peptidelipid complexes could only be present in very low concentrations.
The alamethicin simulations in Article I and the p1 simulations described here are contrasting examples of membrane-disrupting peptides with barrel-stave pore and nonpore mechanisms. What makes them different? Both have potentially stable amphipathic a-helical structures; however, alamethicin is significantly more hydrophobic. Both peptides also have central kinks. The central proline of alamethicin forms a kink that disrupts the helix, and is proposed to stabilize the pores (53, 54) . In contrast, the glycine-associated kink in p1 provides flexibility, maintains the linearity of the helix, and increases the mH to 6.0 kcal/ mol (an increase of 4%) (30) . The types and positions of aromatic residues of the peptides are also different. The one phenylalanine in alamethicin is the terminal residue in the disordered peptide segment and is buried in the membrane without disrupting the pore. Piscidin 1 has three phenylalanines in the N-terminal segment securing it in the bilayer while the C-terminal samples a wide range of depths ( Fig. S1 d) . The insertions of the C-terminal segment to the bilayer midplane lead to defects (Fig. 3) , which are potential precursors to piscidin's disruption mechanism. These features of p1 (straight helix, large hydrophobic moment, well-positioned aromatic residues, and ability to flex at a central glycine and to tilt) strongly stabilize its surfacebound state. In contrast, as discussed in Article I, the surface-bound alamethicin lost helicity and only weakly binds to the bilayer surface; i.e., the small polar angle of alamethicin (Article I, Fig. 1 ) that correlates with the barrel stave pore appears to destabilize the S-state.
Simulations of the pore states reveal substantial differences in the helical structures and positioning of charged residues between the two peptides. Alamethicin lost half of its a-helical content (in agreement with experiment), but the peptides remained TM and formed a stable water channel with a single charged residue/peptide (E18) at the surface. The N-terminal residues of p1 unraveled to bury the phenylalanines in the bilayer interior and the glycine kink lost its rigidity (Fig. 2) ; however, three charged residues/peptide (R7, K14, and R18) remained in the (unstable) pores. While these residues are partially neutralized by POPG headgroups, the high charge density of p1 pores likely destabilizes them with respect to alamethicin. The simulations also provided more direct evidence of stability: alamethicin reincorporated a S-peptide into the pore. In contrast, there was not a single instance of recruitment of a S-peptide to a pore in the simulations of p1.
In conclusion, it is critical to understand the differences in the membrane active states of alamethicin and p1 in terms of a balance of stability of the surface-bound and inserted conformations of each peptide. It appears that the antimicrobial peptide p1 and likely other AMPs, has evolved to strongly favor the surface-bound state over the pore state. The multimicrosecond simulations presented in Article I and here illustrate the long simulation timescales necessary for addressing stability of peptide-stabilized pores. However, the insertion of alamethicin in Article I, and the piscidin surface defects provide clues to accelerated simulation techniques that can circumvent inaccessible timescales.
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